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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on qualitative temporal sequences of topologi-
cal information. We firstly consider the context of topological temporal sequences
of length greater than 3 describing the evolution of regions at consecutive time
points. We show that there is no Cartesian subclass containing all the basic rela-
tions and the universal relation for which the algebraic closure decides satisfia-
bility. However, we identify some tractable subclasses, by giving up the relations
containing the non-tangential proper part relation and not containing the tangen-
tial proper part relation.
We then formalize an alternative semantics for temporal sequences. We place
ourselves in the context of the topological temporal sequences describing the
evolution of regions on a partition of time (i.e. an alternation of instants and
intervals). In this context, we identify large tractable fragments.

Keywords: Qualitative Spatio-temporal Reasoning · Satisfiability Decision.

1 Introduction

The reasoning on temporal and spatial qualitative information is necessary to solve
many problems that are found in the context of planning, simulation, robotics, intelli-
gent environments and human-computer interaction [27, 8, 47, 12, 31, 41]. For this rea-
son, many spatio-temporal formalisms have been proposed [22, 33, 48, 42, 44, 43, 7, 30,
5, 11]. Spatio-temporal formalisms generally decompose into a spatial formalism and a
temporal formalism. The point algebra is a formalism describing the relative positions
of points on a line (the timeline or a line of space). RCC8 is another formalism, more
expressive than the point algebra, expressing the topological relations between regions.
It expresses the notions of contact and inclusion.

The qualitative temporal sequences [48, 7] are the simplest spatio-temporal descrip-
tions, in the sense that there is no uncertainty about temporal information. However,
strong negative results have been identified for one of the simplest spatial formalisms:
deciding the satisfiability of a temporal sequence over the point algebra is NP-complete
(even while restricting the language to basic relations and the universal relation) [48].
One can then wonder whether deciding satisfiability is necessarily NP-hard within the
framework of spatio-temporal formalisms. However, the complexity of fragments of
RCC8 has not been studied within the context of temporal sequences. There could be
fragments, not expressing the point algebra, which are tractable.
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We therefore study in this paper the complexity of deciding the satisfiability of the
topological temporal sequences. We identify in particular a negative result: the classical
procedure to decide the satisfiability of polynomial fragments, the algebraic closure,
does not decide the satisfiability in this context (even while being limited to the basic
relations and to the universal relation, if the length of the sequence is greater than 3).
We also identify a positive result, by considering semantics different from the classical
semantics of temporal sequences. More precisely, we no longer consider that tempo-
ral sequences describe the evolutions of entities at neighboring instants. We consider
instead that they describe the evolutions of entities on a partition of time (i.e. on an
alternation of instants and intervals). In the context of this semantics, we identify large
tractable fragments.

In the next section, we present related work, the RCC8 formalism and temporal
sequences over RCC8. In Section 3, we introduce our negative result and we identify
tractable fragments that do not contain all the basic relations. Finally, in Section 4, we
formalize the alternative semantics of temporal sequences, present the new reasoning
operators, and then identify the large tractable fragments.

2 Background

2.1 Related Work

Many works deal with spatio-temporal reasoning and its complexity. Tractable frag-
ments have been identified in the context of topological temporal sequences describing
the evolution of constant-size regions at non-neighboring instants (regions can satisfy
any relations between the instants) [7]. The temporal sequences that we consider, like
those of the NP-completeness result of the point algebra, describe regions at neighbor-
ing instants. Temporal sequence ordering (at neighboring instants) is an NP-complete
problem for several fundamental formalisms, such as RCC8 [44]. Formalisms with a
higher temporal expressivity have also been proposed. For example, RCC8 has been
combined with Allen’s interval algebra [22]. The cardinal direction calculus has also
been combined with the Allen’s interval algebra [33].

In general, a qualitative spatio-temporal formalism is based on a transition graph,
i.e. a graph representing the possible evolutions of basic relations. It can be a neigh-
bourhood graph [16] or a dominance graph [21, 20]. In a neighbourhood graph, two
relations b, b′ are neighbour (i.e. adjacent in the graph), if there exists a pair of evolving
entities (e, e′) satisfying b at an instant t and b′ at an instant t′, and satisfying b or b′

between t and t′. In a dominance graph, a relation b dominates another relation b′ (i.e.
there is an arc from b′ to b in the graph), denoted by b ` b′, if there exists t, t′ ∈ R
and a pair of evolving entities (e, e′) satisfying b at t and satisfying b′ at each instant
of ]t, t′]. Many transition graphs have been determined [40, 52, 46, 29, 16, 14, 15, 13, 53,
17, 9, 36, 34, 26, 36, 33].

Spatio-temporal qualitative reasoning is also studied in the context of logics [23,
24, 2, 32, 43, 19, 1, 50, 51, 18, 4, 3]. Deciding the satisfiability of these logics is gener-
ally PSPACE-hard. Ontologies of time based on points or/and intervals have been stud-
ied [45]. There is, in particular, the Event Calculus, a logic of action and change, which
can express properties at instant and interval [25].
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2.2 Region Connection Calculus RCC8

RCC8 [35, 28, 30] is a classical qualitative formalism [30, 5, 11]. Thus, it is a triplet
(A,U , ϕ) where A is a set of relations forming a finite non-associative binary rela-
tion algebra, U is the universe, i.e. the set of considered entities, and ϕ is a particular
interpretation function associating with each relation of A a relation over U . We de-
note by RCA8 the algebra of RCC8. The universe U of RCC8 is the set of regions
of a certain topological space T (i.e. the non-empty, closed and regular subsets of T).
T is generally Rn. Any algebra A has special relations, called basic relations. Every
relation of A is a union of basic relations. The 8 basic relations of RCC8: DC (dis-
connected), EC (externally connected), PO (partially overlapping), EQ (equal), TPP
(tangential proper part), NTPP (non-tangential proper part), and the converse of the
two previous relations are described in Figure 1 and defined in Table 1. We denote by
BRCC8

the set of the basic relations of RCC8. We denote by BRCC8
the universal re-

lation (i.e. the union of all relations) and by ∅ the empty relation. Any algebra A has
several operators: the union ∪, the intersection ∩, the converse ·, and the (abstract)
composition ◦. These operators are used to infer new relations: x r y =⇒ y r x,
x r y ∧ x r′ y =⇒ x (r ∩ r′) y, and x r y ∧ y r′ z =⇒ x (r ◦ r′) z (with r, r′ ∈ A
and x, y, z being entity variables). The abstract composition ◦ of RCC8 is the weak
composition: r ◦ r′ =

⋃
{b ∈ BRCC8

|ϕ (b) ∩ (ϕ (r) ◦ ϕ (r′)) 6= ∅} with r, r′ ∈ A.
For example, the composition of relations TPP ∪ EQ and TPP is the relation TPP.
The composition of basic relations is described in a so-called composition table [28].

Relation Definition
x DC y ¬ (x C y)

x P y ∀z z C x =⇒ z C y

x PP y x P y ∧ ¬ (y P x)

x EQ y x P y ∧ y P x

x O y ∃z z P x ∧ z P y

x PO y x O y ∧ ¬ (x P y) ∧ ¬ (y P x)

x EC y x C y ∧ ¬ (x O y)

x TPP y x PP y ∧ (∃z z EC x ∧ z EC y)

x NTPP y x PP y ∧ ¬ (∃z z EC x ∧ z EC y)

x TPP y y TPP x

x NTPP y y NTPP x

Table 1. Definitions of RCC relations (C(x, y) is the contact relation, it means that the close-
dregions x and y intersect ; P is the part relation ; O the overlap relation ; variables x, y, z are
closed regions).

Generally, a description based on RCC8 is a qualitative constraint network, i.e.
a conjunction of relations between different entities. For instance, x DC ∪ EC y ∧
z TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ y is such a description, which means that the interiors of re-
gions x and y are disjoint and that the region z is included in y. Deciding the satisfi-
ability of qualitative constraint networks whose relations belong to RCA8 is an NP-
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Fig. 1. The 8 basic relations of RCC8 in the plane.

complete problem [37]. Tractable fragments have been identified. They consist in re-
stricting the relations of constraint networks to a particular subset of RCA8. Three
large tractable subsets containing all the basic relations and the universal relation have
been identified:H8,Q8, and C8 [37]. They are moreover maximal for tractability. They
are defined in Table 2. On these subclasses, applying the algebraic closure, which is a
reasoning operator on networks using the algebra operators, decides satisfiability.

Definition

N
{
r ∈ RCA8 |PO * r ∧ r ∩ (TPP ∪ NTPP) 6= ∅ ∧ r ∩

(
TPP ∪ NTPP

)
6= ∅

}
NP8 N ∪

{
r1 ∪ EC ∪ r2 ∪ EQ | r1 ∈ {∅,DC} ∧ r2 ∈

{
NTPP,NTPP

}}
P8 RCA8\NP8

H8 P8 ∩
{
r ∈ RCA8 |NTPP ∪ EQ ⊆ r =⇒ TPP ⊆ r ∧ NTPP ∪ EQ ⊆ r =⇒ TPP ⊆ r

}
Q8 P8 ∩

{
r ∈ RCA8 |

(
EQ ⊆ r ∧ r ∩

(
TPP ∪ NTPP ∪ TPP ∪ NTPP

)
6= ∅

)
=⇒ PO ⊆ r

}
C8 P8 ∩

{
r ∈ RCA8 |

(
EC ⊆ r ∧ r ∩

(
TPP ∪ NTPP ∪ TPP ∪ NTPP ∪ EQ

)
6= ∅

)
=⇒ PO ⊆ r

}
Table 2. Definitions of the relations setsH8,Q8, and C8.

2.3 Link with finite CSP

We briefly discuss the links between qualitative formalisms and finite CSP. On the one
hand, for some qualitative formalisms, the algebraic closure enforces path-consistency
[38]. On the other hand, a qualitative constraints network can be translated into a net-
work of finite quantitative constraints [49]. The CSP variables are the relations between
the qualitative variables. More precisely, there is a CSP variable vxy for each pair of
qualitative variables (x, y). The set of possible values for the CSP variable vxy is the
set of basic relations contained in the relation between x and y. The CSP constraints be-
tween the CSP variables encode the composition operator. These constraints are ternary
and of the form

{
(b′′, b, b′) ∈ B3 | b′′ ⊆ b ◦ b′

}
.

2.4 Semantics of continuously evolving regions

Before presenting temporal sequences over RCC8, we must formally define what we
call a region evolving continuously over time. A region evolving continuously during a
time interval I (i.e. a real closed interval) is naturally defined as a continuous function
f from I to the set of considered regions R of a topological space (for instance, R can
be the regions of Rn with n ≥ 1 and can possibly be restricted to convex or connected
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regions). However, this standard mathematical definition requires that R be associated
with a topology. Thus, we require the following concept:

Definition 1. A topological region space (R, T ) is a set of regions R of a topological
space associated with a topology T (i.e. (R, T ) is also a topological space).

There are several possible topologies for the regions of Rn [20, 10]. In particular,
choosing a metric between regions amounts to choosing a topology. Depending on the
choice of the topological region space, the evolution of regions satisfies or violates cer-
tain properties, such as continuity of particular functions (area, distance, union, projec-
tion, convex hull, ...) [10]. In fact, solids, gases, shadows, ... do not evolve continuously
in the same way [20]. The usual metric of the regions of Rn is the Hausdorff distance.
Unfortunately, the corresponding evolution of the relations of regions is not compatible
with the classical neighbourhood graph of RCC8 (Figure 2.a) [10]. The dual-Hausdorff
distance [10] corrects this problem: the evolution of regions according to this metric is
compatible with the classical neighbourhood graph of RCC8. Note that other metrics
also correct it.

Fig. 2. Neighbourhood graph of RCC8 (a) and dominance graph of RCC8 (b).

2.5 Topological Sequences at Neighboring Instants

We present in this section the topological temporal sequences describing the continuous
evolution of regions at neighboring instants [7], that we denote TRCCn

8 . For this, we re-
call the basics of the framework of multi-algebras [6, 7] from which it is defined. It is an
abstract framework that includes several extensions of classical qualitative formalisms,
such as temporal sequences.

Projections and Relations Multi-algebras generalize non-associative binary relation
algebras. A multi-algebra is a Cartesian productA = A1×· · ·×Am of relation algebras
satisfying certain properties. We denote by I the index set of the multi-algebra, i.e.
{1, . . . ,m}. In the context of temporal sequences, each algebra Ai corresponds to the
same relation algebra but to a different time period. The set of basic relations of A,
denoted B, is B1×· · ·×Bm where Bi is the set of basic relations ofAi. Multi-algebras
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are equipped with a set of additional operators �ji fromAi toAj for all distinct i, j ∈ I,
called projections. Any projection � satisfies by definition � (r ∪ r′) = (� r)∪(� r′) and
� (r) = � (r). In the context of temporal sequences, projections describe the possible
evolution of relations over time.

b l b
DC DC ∪ EC

EC DC ∪ EC ∪ PO

PO EC ∪ PO ∪ TPP ∪ TPP ∪ EQ

TPP PO ∪ TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ

NTPP TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ

EQ PO ∪ TPP ∪NTPP ∪ TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ
Table 3. Neighboring relations of the basic relations of RCC8.

Definition 2. The operator l from RCA8 to RCA8 is the projection satisfying the Ta-
ble 3.

The projection l encodes the neighbourhood graph of RCC8 described in Figure 2.a
(i.e. b ⊆ l b′ if and only if b and b′ are neighbours). For instance, PO * lDC be-
cause it is not possible to have a continuous transition from DC to PO. A relation of a
multi-algebra is an m-tuplet of classical relations. By adding semantics, that is to say a
universe U and a specific interpretation function ϕ, we get a qualitative formalism said
loosely combined, also called sequential formalism.

Example 1. To illustrate the preceding concepts and to give intuition concerning TRCCn
8 ,

we give some examples (TRCCn
8 will be formalized in the next subsection). The Carte-

sian product of the multi-algebra A of TRCCn
8 is RCAm

8 where m is the length of
considered temporal sequences (the sequences describe regions at instants t1, . . . , tm).
The component i ∈ I of a relation R of TRCCn

8 , Ri, is the relation of RCC8 which
must be satisfied at the instant ti. An example of relations of TRCCn

8 , with m = 3, is(
TPP ∪NTPP ∪ TPP ∪NTPP,PO ∪ EQ,EC ∪DC

)
. This relation means on the

one hand that one of the two regions is first included in the other (R1 is satisfied at
t1), then they overlap or are equal (R2 is satisfied at t2) and finally they are disjoint
(R3 is satisfied at t3). Since the instants of the sequence are neighbors, this relation
means, on the other hand, that between t1 and t2 the regions satisfy either the basic
relation being satisfied at t1 (which is TPP or NTPP or TPP or NTPP) or the one
being satisfied at t2 (which is PO or EQ) and between t2 and t3 they satisfy either the
basic relation being satisfied at t2 (which is PO or EQ) or the one being satisfied at t3
(which is EC or DC). This additional constraint is called continuity without interme-
diary relation and also continuous qualitative change [7, 48]. This constraint enforces
that each sequence of relations R describes all changes of relations between regions.
In other words, between two instants ti and ti+1, there must be no change of relation,
other than the transition from the basic relation satisfied at ti towards the basic relation
satisfied at ti+1.
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Multi-algebra and Relation Operators We recall the definition of TRCCn
8 (originally

denoted TTwir [7]).

Definition 3. Let t1, . . . , tm ∈ R be consecutive instants and (R, T ) be a topological
region space. TRCCn

8 is the triplet (A,U , ϕ) where:

– A is RCAm
8 equipped with the projections �ji fully defined by �ji b = l b if |j − i| =

1 and �ji b = BRCC8
otherwise, for all b ∈ BRCC8

and i, j ∈ I,
– U is the set of continuous functions from [t1, tm] to R, and
– ϕ is the function from A to 2U×U such that for all R ∈ A, ϕ (R) is the set of

pairs of functions (f, f ′) ∈ U × U satisfying at each instant ti the relation Ri (i.e.
∀i ∈ I (f (ti) , f

′ (ti)) ∈ ϕRCC8
(Ri)) and satisfying no intermediary relations

between each instants ti and ti+1 (i.e. during each [ti, ti+1] a basic relation is
satisfied, then another, formally: for all i ∈ I\ {m} there exist τ ∈ [ti, ti+1] and
b, b′ ∈ BRCC8

such that at each instant t ∈ [ti, τ [, (f (t) , f ′ (t)) ∈ ϕRCC8
(b), at

each instant t ∈]τ, ti+1], (f (t) , f ′ (t)) ∈ ϕRCC8
(b′), and that (f (τ) , f ′ (τ)) ∈

ϕRCC8
(b ∪ b′)), with ϕRCC8

the interpretation function of RCC8.

Remark 1. TRCCn
8 depends on a set of regions but also on a topology for the regions

(i.e. a notion of continuity). Note that TRCCn
8 is not necessarily a sequential formal-

ism (i.e. its reasoning operators are not necessarily correct: reasoning operators could
remove some solutions). To be a sequential formalism, the evolution of regions corre-
sponding to the chosen topological region space must be compatible with the classical
neighbourhood graph of RCC8 (see Section 2.4). Thus, if R is Rn equipped with the
dual-Hausdorff distance, TRCCn

8 is a sequential formalism.

Every multi-algebra has operators on its relations, namely composition, union, inter-
section, and converse. They are defined componentwise. For example, the composition
of R and R′, R ◦R′, is defined by (R ◦R′)i = Ri ◦R′i for all i ∈ I.

There is another operator on relations: the projection closure of a relation R, de-
noted � (R). It consists in sequentially applying the following operation until reach-
ing a fixed point: for all j ∈ I, Rj ← Rj ∩

⋂
i 6=j �

j
i Ri. Projection closure refines

relations by removing classical basic relations that are impossible to satisfy. In the
context of TRCCn

8 , projection closure enforces continuity without intermediary re-
lation. For example, the projection closure of the following relation, with m = 3,(
TPP ∪NTPP ∪ TPP ∪NTPP,PO ∪ EQ,EC ∪DC

)
is
(
TPP ∪ TPP,PO,EC

)
.

Indeed, in particular, there is no transition from the relation PO or from the relation
EQ to the relation DC without intermediary relation. In addition, there is no transition
from NTPP to DC or EC in just two qualitative changes. Projection closure removes
such impossibilities. Relations closed under projection, i.e. satisfying � (R) = R, are
said �-closed. Note that projection closure can be seen as a kind of arc-consistency.

Constraint Networks and Algebraic Closure A description in the context of multi-
algebras is a (qualitative constraint) network. A network over a multi-algebra A is a
set of variables E and a function N associating with each pair of variables (x, y) ∈ E2

such that x 6= y a relation of A and satisfying N(x, y) = N(y, x) for all distinct
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x, y ∈ E. A sequence of classical constraint networks is thus represented by a single
constraint network whose relations are sequences of relations, i.e. relations of a multi-
algebra. We denote N(x, y) more succinctly by Nxy . It is sometimes useful to refer
to the “subnetwork” corresponding to the index i ∈ I of a network N , denoted Ni,
called slice. Ni is defined by (Ni)

xy
= (Nxy)i for all distinct x, y ∈ E. In the context

of temporal sequences, the slice i of a network N , Ni, describes the relations of the
sequence at the instant ti. Similarly, the slice i ∈ I of a subset S ⊆ A, denoted Si, is
{Ri |R ∈ S}. A network is said to be satisfiable (or consistent) if there is a solution
to this network, that is, an assignment for the variables {ux}x∈E ⊆ U satisfying the
relations of the constraint network, i.e. (ux, uy) ∈ ϕ (Nxy). A network N is said over
a subset of relations S ⊆ A if for all distinct x, y ∈ E, Nxy ∈ S. A scenario is a
network over B.

The reasoning operator on networks is the algebraic closure, which applies the op-
erators of the multi-algebra. It propagates information within the network, makes in-
ferences, by refining relations. In the context of topological temporal sequences, the
algebraic closure propagates information over regions at each instant and between the
different instants. A relation R refines a relation R′ if Ri ⊆ R′i for all i ∈ I. More
generally, N refines N ′, denoted N ⊆ N ′, if for all distinct x, y ∈ E, Nxy ⊆ (N ′)

xy .
Algebraic closure closes networks under composition and under projection. Algebraic
closure thus applies the two following operations until reaching a fixed point: Nxz ←
Nxz ∩ (Nxy ◦Nyz) and Nxz ← � (Nxz) for all distinct x, y, z ∈ E. We denotes by
C (N) the algebraic closure of N . In the context of topological temporal sequences,
the composition operator makes inferences at every instant and the projection operator
makes inferences between the instants. A network N is called algebraically closed if
it is closed under composition, i.e. for all distinct x, y, z ∈ E, Nxz ⊆ Nxy ◦ Nyz ,
and if each of its relations Nxy is closed under projection, i.e. for all distinct i, j ∈ I,
Nxy

j ⊆ �ji N
xy
i .

Consistency and Satisfiability A sequential formalism is said complete if all its al-
gebraically closed scenarios are satisfiable. It is a fondamental property for deciding
satisfiability in an algebraic way.

Remark 2. To know if TRCCn
8 is complete for the regions of Rn equipped with the

dual-Hausdorff distance or for another topological region space is a complex problem.
In fact, perhaps there is no topological region space such that TRCCn

8 is a complete
sequential formalism. For this reason, several studies have dealt with a “weak satisfi-
ability”, i.e. satisfiability with a weaker notion of continuity [22, 48, 44, 2]. Formally,
a network N over TRCCn

8 is weakly satisfiable if it contains an algebraically closed
scenario (i.e. if there exists a sequence of satisfiable classical scenarios satisfying the
constraints of the networks Ni and the neighbourhood graph). The tractable subclasses
that we identify in this article are tractable for TRCCn

8 associated with a topologi-
cal region space such that TRCCn

8 is a complete sequential formalism. They are also
tractable for this notion of weak satisfiability.

A relation R is said trivially unsatisfiable if there exists i ∈ I such that Ri = ∅.
Note that a relation which is not trivially unsatisfiable can be unsatisfiable, i.e. ϕ (R) =
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∅. This is the case of (PO,PO,DC). A relation is said �-consistent if it is �-closed and
it is not trivially unsatisfiable. A network is said trivially unsatisfiable if there exists
distinct x, y ∈ E such that Nxy is a trivially unsatisfiable relation. An algebraically
closed network that is not trivially unsatisfiable is said to be algebraically consistent.

Tractable Subclasses By restricting networks to certain subsets of relations S, we get
the following property: if the algebraic closure of a network over S is algebraically
consistent, then this network is satisfiable. Such subsets are said to be algebraically
tractable. In other words, with an algebraically tractable subset S, to decide the satisfi-
ability of a network over S, it suffices to verify that its algebraic closure is not trivially
inconsistent. The search for algebraically tractable subsets has focused on particular
subsets [30]. A subset S ⊆ A is said a subclass if it is closed under intersection, com-
position, and converse (i.e. for all R,R′ ∈ S, we have R ∩ R′ ∈ S, R ◦ R′ ∈ S, and
R ∈ S). Subclasses containing all basic relations (i.e. B ⊆ S) are called subalgebras.
A subset S ⊆ A is said �-closed if for all R ∈ S, �(R) ∈ S. Finally, we say that a
subset S is Cartesian if S = S1 × · · · × Sm.

Note that a list of conditions guaranteeing algebraic tractability has been identi-
fied [6] (see the slicing and refinement theorems). One of these conditions is alge-
braic stability by a refinement H . A refinement H is a function from A to A satisfying
H (R) ⊆ R. A subset S ⊆ A is algebraically stable by H if for any algebraically con-
sistent network N over S, the network H (N) is algebraically consistent, where H (N)
is the network obtained from N by substituting each relation Nxy by H (Nxy). RCC8

has two fundamental refinements: hH8
(r) = aTPP (aTPP (aPO (aEC (aDC (r))))) and

hC8 (r) = aTPP (aTPP (aNTPP (aNTPP (aPO (aDC (r)))))) with ab, b ∈ B, the func-
tion from RCA8 to RCA8 defined by ab (r) = b if b ⊆ r and ab (r) = r other-
wise. H8 and Q8 are algebraically stable by hH8 and C8 is algebraically stable by
hC8 [37]. Moreover, for every r ∈ H8 ∪ Q8 such that r 6= ∅, hH8 (r) ∈ BRCC8

and for every r ∈ C8\ {∅}, hC8 (r) ∈ BRCC8
[37]. In the following, we are interested

in the refinement HS defined by HS (R)i = hH8
(Ri) if Si ⊆ H8 or Si ⊆ Q8 and

HS (R)i = hC8 (Ri) otherwise, for all i ∈ I and R ∈ RCAm
8 , with S ⊆ RCAm

8 .

3 Study of TRCCn
8 Subclasses

In this section, we are interested in temporalized RCC8 at neighboring instants, i.e.
TRCCn

8 (see Section 2.5). More precisely, we search for subclasses that are alge-
braically tractable. Unfortunately, as the following proposition shows, there are no al-
gebraically tractable Cartesian subalgebras (at least for m ≥ 4).

Proposition 1. Let R be a topological region space such that TRCCn
8 is a sequential

formalism.
No Cartesian subalgebra of TRCCn

8 is algebraically tractable (when m ≥ 4).
No �-closed Cartesian subalgebra of TRCCn

8 is algebraically tractable (if m ≥ 2).

Proof. We show the case m = 4. The idea is that the algebraic closure can produce
relationsR verifying TPP∪EQ ⊆ Ri ⊆ TPP∪NTPP∪EQ and TPP∪EQ ⊆ Rj ⊆
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TPP ∪ NTPP ∪ EQ with |i− j| = 1 which causes that some unsatisfiable networks
are algebraically consistent. Let S be any Cartesian subalgebra (thus S contains the
closure of the basic relations and the universal relation of RCC8 under intersection,
composition, and converse). We show that there exists an unsatisfiable network over S
whose algebraic closure is algebraically consistent. Consider the network N satisfying:
E = {u, v, w, x, y, z},Nxy

1 = NTPP,Nxy
4 = NTPP,Nxz

1 = NTPP,Nwz
3 = NTPP,

Nyz
1 = TPP, Nyz

2 = PO ∪ TPP ∪ TPP ∪ EQ, Nwx
1 = TPP, Nwx

2 = PO ∪ TPP ∪
TPP ∪ EQ, Nwy

2 = PO ∪ TPP, Nxu
4 = NTPP, Nvu

2 = NTPP, Nyu
4 = TPP,

Nyu
3 = PO ∪ TPP ∪ TPP ∪ EQ, Nvx

4 = TPP, Nvx
3 = PO ∪ TPP ∪ TPP ∪ EQ,

Nvy
3 = PO ∪ TPP, and Nab

i = BRCC8 in the other cases. The network is over S
(indeed, we have DC ◦ DC = BRCC8

, TPP ◦ TPP = PO ∪ TPP ∪ TPP ∪ EQ,
and (EC ◦ EC) ∩ (EC ◦NTPP) = PO ∪ TPP). Its algebraic closure C (N) is the
algebraically consistent network satisfying:

– C (N)
xy

= (NTPP,TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ,TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ,NTPP),
– C (N)

yz
= (TPP,PO ∪ TPP ∪ EQ,B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\DC),

– C (N)
xz

= (NTPP,TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ,B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\ (DC ∪ EC)),
– C (N)

wx
= (TPP,PO ∪ TPP ∪ EQ,B\

(
DC ∪NTPP

)
,B),

– C (N)
wy

= (PO ∪ TPP ∪NTPP,PO ∪ TPP,B\
(
DC ∪NTPP

)
,B),

– C (N)
wz

= (PO∪TPP∪NTPP,TPP∪NTPP∪EQ,NTPP,TPP∪NTPP∪
EQ),

– C (N)
ux

= (B\DC,B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ,NTPP),
– C (N)

uy
= (B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,PO ∪ TPP ∪ EQ,TPP),

– C (N)
uz

= (B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\DC,B\DC),
– C (N)

uw
= (B\DC,B,B,B), C (N)

vx
= (B\DC,B\ (DC ∪ EC ∪NTPP) ,PO∪

TPP ∪ EQ,TPP),
– C (N)

vy
= (B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\ (DC ∪ EC ∪NTPP) ,PO ∪ TPP,EC ∪ PO ∪

TPP ∪NTPP),
– C (N)

vz
= (B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\ (DC ∪ EC) ,B\DC,B),

– C (N)
vw

= (B\DC,B,B,B),
– C (N)

vu
= (TPP ∪ NTPP ∪ EQ,NTPP,TPP ∪ NTPP ∪ EQ,PO ∪ TPP ∪

NTPP).

However, N is not satisfiable since C (N) is not satisfiable. Indeed, to refine C (N)
xy
2

by EQ, TPP, or NTPP and then to apply the algebraic closure gives a trivially unsat-
isfiable network. This can be seen by the fact that the only satisfiable basic relations B
of C (N)

xy satisfy B2 = EQ or B3 = EQ and that there exists neither algebraically
closed scenario S ⊆ C (N)2 satisfying Sxy = EQ nor algebraically closed scenario
S ⊆ C (N)3 satisfying Sxy = EQ. For example, by setting C (N)

xy
2 = EQ, we

get C (N)
xy
2 = C (N)

yz
2 = C (N)

xz
2 = EQ and therefore C (N)

wx
2 = C (N)

wy
2 =

C (N)
wz
2 = C (N)

wx
2 ∩C (N)

wy
2 ∩C (N)

wz
2 i.e.

(
PO ∪ TPP ∪ EQ

)
∩ (PO ∪ TPP)∩

(TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ) = ∅.
Let S be a �-closed Cartesian subalgebra of TRCCn

8 with m = 2. The network
N ′ satisfying E = {u, v, w, x, y, z}, N ′1 = C (N)2, and N ′2 = C (N)3 is algebraically
consistent, unsatisfiable, and over S.
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For this reason, we are looking for Cartesian subclasses that do not contain all basic
relations. In particular, we are interested in the following subset of RCA8 :HNTPP⇒TPP

8

defined by
{
r ∈ H8 |NTPP ⊆ r =⇒ TPP ⊆ r ∧ NTPP ⊆ r =⇒ TPP ⊆ r

}
. It

is easy to prove that this subset is a subclass.

Lemma 1. The subsetHNTPP⇒TPP
8 is a subclass.

We show that we can obtain algebraically tractable Cartesian subclasses of TRCCn
8

satisfying Si ∈ {Q8,HNTPP⇒TPP
8 }. For this, we apply the refinement theorem (by us-

ing the refinement HS ; see Section 2.5). We begin by showing the conditions of the
theorem.

Lemma 2. We have the following properties:

– ∀r ∈ Q8, l r ∈ HNTPP⇒TPP
8 and

– ∀r ∈ HNTPP⇒TPP
8 , l r ∈ Q8.

Proof. See the extended version of this paper at https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.
07711 .

Lemma 3. Let S ∈ {Q8 ×Q8,Q8 ×H8,H8 ×Q8} be a subclass of TRCCn
8 (m =

2) and let R ∈ S.
If R is �-consistent then HS (R) is �-consistent.

Proof. See the extended version of this paper at https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.
07711.

Note the following proposition, before identifying the tractable subclasses. It shows
that although the tractable subalgebras of RCC8 cannot be combined to obtain alge-
braically tractable Cartesian subalgebras, the algebraically consistent networks over the
majority of these combinations are satisfiable.

Proposition 2. Let R be a topological region space such that TRCCn
8 is a complete

sequential formalism. Let S be a subset of TRCCn
8 satisfying Si ∈ {H8,Q8} and

Si = H8 =⇒ (i = m ∨ Si+1 = Q8) ∧ (i = 1 ∨ Si−1 = Q8) for all i ∈ I.
Algebraically consistent networks over S are satisfiable.

Proof. We apply the refinement theorem [6]. HS is a refinement from S to the set
B ∪ {(∅, . . . ,∅)} (since hH8 is a refinement from H8 ∪ Q8 to BRCC8 ∪ {∅} [37]).
S is algebraically stable by HS . Indeed, since on the one hand, H8 and Q8 are alge-
braically stable by hH8

[37]. Since, on the other hand, for any �-consistent relation
R ∈ S, HS (R) is �-consistent (by Lemma 3). Algebraically consistent networks over
B ∪ {(∅, . . . ,∅)} are satisfiable (TRCCn

8 is complete). By the refinement theorem,
algebraically consistent networks over S are satisfiable.

Satisfiability of algebraically consistent networks is, in general, a weaker property
than algebraic tractability. It is not equivalent for subclasses that are not �-closed. In-
deed, applying the algebraic closure on a network over a subclass which is not �-closed
can move the network out of the subclass. In that case, we cannot therefore conclude
that the network is satisfiable (if it is not trivially inconsistent). The previous subclasses
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are not �-closed: the projection of NTPP, lNTPP = TPP ∪ NTPP ∪ EQ does not
belong to Q8.

We end this section by showing that the subclasses of the following particular forms
(Q8 ×HNTPP⇒TPP

8 )
?, (HNTPP⇒TPP

8 ×Q8)
?, HNTPP⇒TPP

8 × (Q8 ×HNTPP⇒TPP
8 )

?, and
Q8 × (HNTPP⇒TPP

8 ×Q8)
? are algebraically tractable.

Proposition 3. Let R be a topological region space such that TRCCn
8 is a complete

sequential formalism. Let S be a subset of TRCCn
8 satisfying one of the two following

properties:

– Si = HNTPP⇒TPP
8 if i is even and Si = Q8 otherwise, for all i ∈ I,

– Si = HNTPP⇒TPP
8 if i is odd and Si = Q8 otherwise, for all i ∈ I.

The subclass S is algebraically tractable.

Proof. Let S be a subset of TRCCn
8 as described in the statement. S satisfies the con-

ditions of the first part of the refinement theorem (see the proof of Proposition 2). S
also satisfies the conditions of the second part. Indeed, on the one hand, S is a subclass
(since S is Cartesian and each Si is a subclass [37] ; Lemma 1). On the other hand, S
is �-closed (by Lemma 2 and since S is a Cartesian subclass). S is thus algebraically
tractable (refinement theorem [6]).

Note that the tractable subclasses identified by Proposition 3 do not contain all the
basic relations (thus, they are not subalgebras).

4 Topological Sequences on a Partition of Time

We have shown that there is no algebraically tractable Cartesian subalgebra in the con-
text of TRCCn

8 , the context of regions described at different time points between which
there are no intermediary relations (i.e. at time points which characterize all the qualita-
tive changes). Does this mean that there are no large tractable subclasses in the context
of (topological) temporal sequences? We show that this is not the case, by considering
topological temporal sequences describing the evolution of regions on a time partition
(i.e. on a contiguous alternation of instants and open intervals).

4.1 Formalization

We begin by defining the formalism of topological temporal sequences on a partition
of time, which we denote TRCCd

8 . Without loss of generality, we consider only the
partitions of the interval [t0, tl[ of the form (t0, ]t0, t1[, . . . , tl−1, ]tl−1, tl[) withm = 2l,
ti−1 < ti for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, ti ∈ R for all i ∈ {0, . . . , l}, and l ∈ N∗. Thus, the
sequences of TRCCd

8 describe the topological relations at each time periods ti and
during each interval ]ti, ti+1[.

Definition 4. Let (R, T ) be a topological region space. Let t0, . . . , tl ∈ R be consecu-
tive instants.

The formalism TRCCd
8 (associated with (R, T )) is the triplet (A,U , ϕ) where:
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– U is the set of continuous functions from [t1, tm[ to the set of regions R,
– A is the multi-algebra whose Cartesian product is RCAm

8 and whose projections
satisfy �ji b = ↑ b if |j − i| = 1 and i is even, �ji b = ↓ b if |j − i| = 1 and i is odd,
and �ji b = BRCC8

otherwise, for all b ∈ BRCC8
and i, j ∈ I with ↑ and ↓ defined

by Table 4, and
– ϕ is the function from A to 2U×U such that for all R ∈ A, ϕ (R) is the set of pairs

of functions (f, f ′) ∈ U × U satisfying at each instant ti the relation R2i+1 (i.e.
∀i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} (f (ti) , f

′ (ti)) ∈ ϕRCC8
(R2i+1)) and satisfying, for each

i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}, one (and only one) basic relation b ⊆ R2i+2 at each instant
between ti and ti+1 (i.e. ∃b ∈ BRCC8 b ⊆ R2i+2 ∀t ∈]ti, ti+1[ (f (t) , f

′ (t)) ∈
ϕRCC8

(b)), with ϕRCC8
the interpretation function of RCC8.

Remark 3. The operator ↑ encodes the dominance graph of RCC8 described in Fig-
ure 2.b, i.e. the possible evolutions of relations being satisfied during an open interval
(↑ returns the corresponding relations possibly satisfied at the limits of the interval).
The operators ↑ and ↓ enforces continuity (when TRCCd

8 is a complete sequential for-
malism). Remark 1 on TRCCn

8 also applies to TRCCd
8 .

Example 2. An example of relations of TRCCd
8 , with m = 4, is the relation R =

(TPP ∪NTPP,PO ∪ EQ,EC ∪DC,DC). This relation means that the first region
is included in the second at the instant t0 (R1 is satisfied), then they overlap during
the interval ]t0, t1[ or are equal during the interval ]t0, t1[ (R2 is satisfied), they are
disjoined at the instant t1 (R3 is satisfied), and finally they are disconnected at every
instant of ]t1, t2[ (R4 is satisfied). The only satisfiable basic relation included in R is
(TPP,PO,EC,DC) = � (R).

b ↑ b ↓ b
DC DC ∪ EC DC

EC EC DC ∪ EC ∪ PO

PO EC ∪ PO ∪ TPP ∪ TPP ∪ EQ PO

TPP TPP ∪ EQ PO ∪ TPP ∪NTPP

NTPP NTPP ∪ TPP ∪ EQ NTPP

EQ EQ BRCC8\ (DC ∪ EC)
Table 4. Dominant and dominated relations of the basic relations of RCC8.

4.2 Tractability Results

We now identify large algebraically tractable Cartesian subalgebras, by applying again
the refinement theorem. We begin by showing its conditions.

Lemma 4. Let S ∈ {H8 ×H8,H8 ×Q8,Q8 ×H8,Q8 ×Q8,H8 × C8,Q8 × C8} be
a subclass of TRCCd

8 (m = 2) and R ∈ S.
If R is �-consistent then HS (R) is �-consistent.
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Proof. See the extended version of this paper at https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.
07711.

Note that, as in the context of TRCCn
8 , algebraically consistent networks over most

combinations of the subalgebras Q8 andH8, but also of C8, are satisfiable.

Proposition 4. Let R be a topological region space such that TRCCd
8 is a complete

sequential formalism. Let S be a subset of TRCCd
8 satisfying S2i−1 ∈ {H8,Q8} and

S2i ∈ {H8,Q8, C8} for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Algebraically consistent networks over S are satisfiable.

Proof. We apply the refinement theorem [6]. HS is a refinement from S to the set
B ∪ {(∅, . . . ,∅)} (since hH8 (resp. hC8 ) is a refinement from H8 ∪ Q8 (resp. hC8 ) to
BRCC8

∪{∅} [37]). S is algebraically stable byHS . Indeed, since on the one hand,H8

(resp. Q8 ; resp. C8) is algebraically stable by hH8
(resp. hH8

; resp. hC8 ) [37]. Since,
on the other hand, for any �-consistent relation R ∈ S , HS (R) is �-consistent (by
Lemma 4). Algebraically consistent networks over B ∪ {(∅, . . . ,∅)} are satisfiable
(TRCCd

8 is complete). By the refinement theorem, algebraically consistent networks
over S are satisfiable.

Lemma 5. Let r ∈ RCA8\N . We have:

– ↑ r ∈ H8,
– ↓ r ∈ H8 ∩Q8 ∩ C8.

Proof. From the definitions ofH8,Q8, C8 and the projections of TRCCd
8 , we derive the

lemma. Let r ∈ RCA8\N (see Table 2). On the one hand, we show ↑ r ∈ H8. For this,
we show the three following properties: ↑ r ∈ RCA8\N , NTPP ⊆ ↑ r =⇒ TPP ⊆
↑ r, and ↑ r /∈ V = {EC ∪ NTPP ∪ EQ,DC ∪ EC ∪ NTPP ∪ EQ,EC ∪ NTPP ∪
EQ,DC∪EC∪NTPP∪EQ}. We show ↑ r ∈ RCA8\N . If ↑ r∩(TPP ∪NTPP) = ∅
or ↑ r∩

(
TPP ∪NTPP

)
= ∅ then ↑ r ∈ RCA8\N . Suppose ↑ r∩(TPP ∪NTPP) 6=

∅ and ↑ r∩
(
TPP ∪NTPP

)
6= ∅. Therefore, r∩ (PO ∪ TPP ∪NTPP) 6= ∅ and r∩(

PO ∪ TPP ∪NTPP
)
6= ∅. If r∩ (TPP ∪NTPP) 6= ∅ and r∩

(
TPP ∪NTPP

)
6=

∅ then PO ⊆ r (since r ∈ RCA8\N ). Thus, PO ⊆ r and therefore PO ⊆ ↑ r. We
have ↑ r ∈ RCA8\N . We show NTPP ⊆ ↑ r =⇒ TPP ⊆ ↑ r. If NTPP ⊆ ↑ r,
then NTPP ⊆ r and therefore ↑NTPP ⊆ ↑ r. Thus, TPP ⊆ ↑ r. We show ↑ r /∈ V .
If ↑ r ∩

(
NTPP ∪NTPP

)
= ∅ then ↑ r /∈ V . If NTPP ⊆ ↑ r, then TPP ⊆ ↑ r. If

NTPP ⊆ ↑ r then TPP ⊆ ↑ r. Thus, in all cases, ↑ r /∈ V .
On the other hand, we show ↓ r ∈ H8 ∩Q8 ∩ C8. If ↓ r ∩ (TPP ∪NTPP) = ∅ or

↓ r ∩
(
TPP ∪NTPP

)
= ∅ then ↓ r ∈ RCA8\N . Suppose ↓ r ∩ (TPP ∪NTPP) 6=

∅ and ↓ r ∩
(
TPP ∪NTPP

)
6= ∅. We have r ∩ (TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ) 6= ∅ and

r ∩
(
TPP ∪NTPP ∪ EQ

)
6= ∅. If EQ ⊆ r, then PO ⊆ ↓ r and therefore ↓ r ∈

RCA8\N . If EQ * r, then r ∩ (TPP ∪NTPP) 6= ∅ and r ∩
(
TPP ∪NTPP

)
6= ∅.

Since r ∈ RCA8\N , PO ⊆ r. Thus, PO ⊆ ↓ r and therefore ↓ r ∈ RCA8\N . Thus,
in all cases, ↓ r ∈ RCA8\N . Moreover, we have ↓ r ∈ P8 since ↓ r /∈ V . Indeed, if
EC ⊆ ↓ r, then EC ⊆ r and therefore PO ⊆ ↓ r. By the same argument, we have
↓ r ∈ C8. In addition, we have ↓ r ∈ H8 ∩Q8 and therefore ↓ r ∈ H8 ∩Q8 ∩ C8, since
if EQ ⊆ ↓ r then EQ ⊆ r and therefore PO ∪ TPP ∪ TPP ⊆ ↓ r.
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We end by showing that the subalgebras of the form (H8 × {H8,Q8, C8})? are
algebraically tractable.

Theorem 1. Let R be a topological region space such that TRCCd
8 is a complete se-

quential formalism.
Subalgebras S of TRCCd

8 satisfying S2i−1 = H8 and S2i ∈ {H8,Q8, C8} for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , l} are algebraically tractable.

Proof. Let S be a subset of TRCCd
8 satisfying S2i−1 = H8 and S2i ∈ {H8,Q8, C8} for

all i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. S satisfies the conditions of the first part of the refinement theorem
(i.e. S satisfies the conditions of the first implication ; see the proof of Proposition 4). S
also satisfies the conditions of the second part (i.e. the conditions of the second impli-
cation). Indeed, on the one hand, S is a subclass (since S is Cartesian and each Si is a
subclass [37]). On the other hand, S is �-closed (by Lemma 5 and since S is a Cartesian
subclass). S is thus algebraically tractable (refinement theorem [6]).

5 Conclusion

First, we have focused on TRCCn
8 , the qualitative formalism of topological temporal

sequences describing the evolution of regions at instants between which there are no
intermediary relations (i.e. at time points which characterize all the qualitative changes).
We have shown that there is no algebraically tractable Cartesian subalgebra (subclass
containing all basic relations) for TRCCn

8 when the length of sequences is longer than
3. However, we have identified some tractable subclasses. The price of tractability has
been to give up the relations containing NTPP not containing TPP and thus to give up
the basic relation NTPP.

Then, we have formalized TRCCd
8 , the qualitative formalism of topological tem-

poral sequences describing the evolution of regions on a partition of time (i.e. on a
contiguous alternation of instants and open intervals). In this context, we have identi-
fied large algebraically tractable Cartesian subalgebras.

It is possible to identify other algebraically tractable subclasses for TRCCn
8 and

TRCCd
8 . The tractability limit of the subclasses of these two formalisms should be pre-

cisely determined. In particular, a definitive answer to the question of the existence of
polynomial Cartesian subalgebra for TRCCn

8 should be given. Note that the identifi-
cation of universes ensuring the completeness of TRCCn

8 and of TRCCd
8 remains an

open problem, on which we are working.
Concerning the applications, TRCCn

8 and TRCCd
8 can be used to decide if it is

possible to go from a topological scenario S to another S′, with at most m qualitative
changes, while satisfying at each instant the constraints of a network N and to deter-
mine one of the corresponding intermediate temporal sequences. This problem should
be useful for spatial planning. When S, S′, and N correspond to one of the previous
algebraically tractable subclasses (for instance when S, S′, and N are over H8), the
problem is polynomial. Otherwise, it is possible that using tractable subclasses still
speeds up the resolution of the problem, as in the classic case [39]. Note that TRCCd

8 is
more interesting than TRCCn

8 for this problem since it allows to find a more expressive
intermediate sequence while having larger tractable subclasses.
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